
This afternoon, we are joined by the I-49 Brass Quintet for a diverse program, well-suited to the casual, outdoors 
environment of the Sugarmill Music Festival. Escape, a 2007 work by American composer and trumpeter Kevin McKee (born 
1980), makes for an exciting opener to our concert. McKee was born and raised in California, learning trumpet with the 
encouragement of his father, a high school music teacher. Although trumpet quickly became a passion of his, he only later 
discovered his ability as a composer while pursuing his master’s degree at the University of Maryland. Escape was written for 
his degree recital and premiered by the graduate brass quintet. His trumpet professor, Chris Gekker of the American Brass 
Quintet, has praised the work commenting, “Kevin has written a classic for brass quintet.” Praise did not stop there though, 
and Escape has now been performed across the globe. This composition depicts a quick descent down Castle Crags, a striking 
rock formation near Mount Shasta in northern California, amid a violent storm. The tempo indicated in the score, 
interestingly enough, is “Allegro with Vesuvian Ferocity.” Gregory Miller of Empire Brass has written, “Escape plays like a 
major motion picture soundtrack. With its infectious rhythms and soaring melodic lines, this work has something for both 
player and listener.” Escape is quick and powerful: full of excitement, it never loses energy as solos and duets rebound off 
one another and are subsumed once more into ensemble playing. 

 
My Spirit, Be Joyful is an arrangement from the cantata Wir müssen durch 
viel Trübsal, BWV 146 by Johann Sebastian Bach (1685-1750). The original 
is a duet for tenor and bass with orchestra and is the seventh of eight 
movements in this cantata. Upon his appointment as Thomaskantor in 
Leipzig in 1723, Bach became responsible for music at Leipzig’s four principle 
churches. This necessitated the creation of new cantatas for use on Sundays 
and church holidays throughout the liturgical year. Two complete cantata 
cycles were created in his first two years in Leipzig from 1723 to 1725 with a 
third cycle composed gradually through 1727, his need for weekly cantatas 
somewhat relieved when he acquired a cycle by his cousin Johann Ludwig 
Bach. Other sacred cantatas were also created throughout Bach’s lifetime 
with the last composed around 1745. Whereas many of these cantatas have 
been lost, over two hundred cantatas by Bach have survived. The exact 
dates of BWV 146 are unknown, although it is suspected Bach created this 
work in either 1726 or 1728. Regardless, the occasion is known: the text of 
BWV 146 is related to readings for the third Sunday after Easter, also called 
Jubilate. A translation of this movement’s text reads, “How will I be joyful, 
how will I take comfort?... I’ll gleam like the heavens and shine like the 
sunlight!” Indeed, the music too is filled with this same joyous resolve. 
 
The Canadian composer Morley Calvert (1928-1991) was a major figure in 
Canadian musical life for over three decades. Especially in the realm of the 

wind band, he held several important positions, including President of the Ontario Chapter of the Canadian Bandmasters 
Association, Executive Vice-President of its National Chapter, and Director of the McGill University Concert Band. He was also 
deeply invested in music education and, in 1958, founded the Monteregian Music Camp which offered summer training to 
high school musicians until 1970. This chain of isolated hills near Montreal in Quebec was not only the site of this camp but 
also the inspiration for the composition for brass quintet heard this afternoon, Suite from the Monteregian Hills, composed 
in 1961 at the request of the Montreal Brass Quintet. Each of its four movements is based on a French-Canadian folk song. 
The cheery first movement is titled Marche, and it certainly has the driving character of that genre. Next comes Chanson 
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Mélancolique with its more somber, nostalgic atmosphere. The third movement, Valse Ridicule, is a stammering, sarcastic 
take on the waltz with only a few lucid moments. The final movement Danse Villageoise applies the lively spirit of a 
rambunctious, rural get-together to the well-known Christmas tune, Il est né, le divin enfant. Enjoyable and accessible, Suite 
does not shy away from more modern elements, especially in its third movement. It has become Calvert’s best-known 
composition. 
 
The works of German-born violinist and composer Ludwig Maurer (1789-
1878) hold a significant place in the history of the brass quintet, although his 
music is today little-known beyond the brass world. With Russian composer 
Victor Ewald, Maurer who likewise spent much of his career in Saint Petersburg 
was one of the first composers to write music specifically-designed for the 
ensemble that would become the modern brass quintet. In his own lifetime, 
however, Maurer was better-known as a violinist and for the compositions he 
wrote for this instrument. Tours throughout Europe in the 1820s brought him 
much acclaim. His style was rooted in the French violin tradition which 
flourished before the rise of Paganini, and he counted as friends the French 
virtuosi Pierre Rode and Pierre Baillot. His compositions for violin, include ten 
violin concerti as well as several sinfonie concertanti for two and four violins. 
Maurer is also reported to have given the Russian premiere of Beethoven’s 
Violin Concerto in 1834, after his return to Saint Petersburg. His Morgengruss 
(Morning Greeting) is, with his Zwölf kleine Stücke of 1881 and the celebrated 
quintets of Ewald, some of the earliest music for brass quintet. It has the 
beauty and delicacy of so much chamber music for strings produced by Robert 
Schumann and Felix Mendelssohn in the early part of the nineteenth century. 
 
Two pieces by British composers follow, the first by Ralph Vaughan Williams 
(1872-1958) and the second by his student Gordon Jacob. Vaughan Williams 
based his Rhosymedre on a hymn tune by the Welsh Anglican priest John David 
Edwards. It is the second of three organ preludes included in Vaughan Williams’ 
publication Three Preludes on Welsh Hymn Tunes (1920). Vaughan Williams, 
although decidedly atheist from his teenage years, gained an intimate 
understanding and appreciation for the music of the Anglican church when 
from 1904 to 1906 he served as musical editor of the English Hymnal. In this 
capacity, Vaughan Williams removed many of the gaudy Victorian-era hymns 
and replaced them with a mix of older hymns, adaptations of English folk tunes, 
and original melodies of his own creation. This editing project also affected 
Vaughan Williams’s own developing style, giving him new insight into modality 
and its application by sixteenth-century masters like Thomas Tallis. 
Rhosymedre, quiet and reserved, shimmers in rustic beauty as it elaborates on 
its heartfelt melody. 
 
The composer Gordon Jacob (1895-1984) inherited much of his musical 
language from Vaughan Williams and other eminent teachers, including Charles 
Villiers Stanford and Herbert Howells. Today, Jacob is best-known for his works 
for wind band, a type of ensemble which Jacob came to cherish after the rise to 
prominence of the avant-garde in the 1960s cut-off many opportunities for his 
essentially conservative idiom. His work Changing Moods for brass quintet, 
written in 1983 for the Farnaby Brass Ensemble, is one such work which 
intentionally refers back to days past. Each of its four movements possesses a 
title hinting at its mood and musical content. Its first movement, titled 
Ceremonial, takes its inspiration from the Baroque with its slow opening 
section and the faster fugal section which follows. The second movement, Nostalgic, has the warm, familiar atmosphere of 
communal singing associated with carols. The third movement, Devotional, has a more austere character, as if drawn from a 
solemn church service; there are even moments reminiscent of chorale singing. The exciting fourth movement, Cheerful, has 
the playfulness of a community band, setup outdoors as afternoon entertainment: different instruments here tend to take 
solos as they seek to show-off for their friends and there are many allusions to familiar brass gestures. 
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This afternoon’s program concludes with two arrangements of songs of a more popular nature. The tune “A Nightingale Sang 
in Berkeley Square” was written by American composer Manning Sherwin (1902-1974) in 1939 and introduced by Judy 
Campbell in Eric Maschwitz’s New Faces Revue in London the following April. It quickly became popular in wartime Britain 
thanks to its lyrics about being separated from one’s lover. After the United States also entered World War II, the song 
gained popularity in this country too, finding its place in The Great American Songbook through recordings by Glenn Miller, 
Nat King Cole, Frank Sinatra, Bobby Darin, and others. The lively Amparito Roca by Spanish composer Jaime Texidor (1884-
1957) has long been a favorite of wind bands, especially in its 1935 arrangement by Aubrey Winter. It is what is known as a 
paso doble, a fast duple-meter dance genre associated with Spain. In more theatrical presentations, dancers of the paso 
doble have been known to impersonate a bullfight with the leader playing the matador and the follower, the matador’s cape. 
Texidor named his composition after one of his piano students who was only twelve at the time of its composition in 1925. 
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About Jackson. Jackson Harmeyer is a composer, music scholar, and advocate of music. Jackson 
graduated summa cum laude from the Louisiana Scholars’ College located in Natchitoches, Louisiana 
in May 2013 after completing his undergraduate thesis “Learning from the Past: The Influence of 
Johann Sebastian Bach upon the Soviet Composers.” As series director of the successful Abendmusik 
Alexandria chamber music series from May 2014 to April 2016, Jackson played a vital role in the 
renewal of interest in chamber music across Central Louisiana. This interest has encouraged the 
creation of the annual Sugarmill Music Festival and the new series Nachtmusik von BrainSurge, both 
of which Jackson remains active in as concert annotator and creative consultant. He also blogs at 

MusicCentral where he shares concert experiences, gives listening recommendations, posts interviews with contemporary 
composers, and offers insights into his own compositions. As a composer, Jackson has worked to integrate the vocabulary 
and grammar of modern music into pieces which are not only innovative but also engaging to the general listener. In fall 
2016, Jackson began graduate studies in musicology at the University of Louisville where he has recently been awarded the 
Gerhard Herz Scholarship in recognition of his accomplishments. His current research interests include French spectral music 
and the compositions of Kaija Saariaho. He also sings with the University of Louisville Chorus and participates in the School of 
Music Composition Seminar. Learn more about Jackson Harmeyer, his scholarship, and his compositions at 
www.JacksonHarmeyer.com. 

 


